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I f we read of one man robbed or murdered, or killed by accident, or
one house burned, or one vessil wrecked, or one steamboat blown up,
or one cow run over on the Western Railroad, or one mad dog killed,
or one lot of grasshoppers in the winter, — we never need read of
another. One is enough. I f you are acquainted with the principle,
what do you care of a myriad of instances and applications? To a
philosopher, all news, as it is called, is gossip, and they who edit and
write it are old women over their tea.
—Henry David Thoreau
As I rode to the gym on the Lawrence bus Wednesday afternoon, I
carefully observed as students browsed through The Lawrence News.
Not one student I observed gave even a brief glance to the front page, not
one noticed the name change at the masthead, but several students
decried the paltry size of the new publication. They had not, of course,*
read the front-page storv explaining the new format. These observations
prompted me to enter into a brief, but hearty chortle; the Lawrentian
staff is quite aware th at students do not care to read about campus
news—such news is most often a regurgitation of what is already known.
And yet, the staff continues to convene “ over their tea.”
Publishing a college newspaper is a masochistic form of
selfishness—though most issues of the Lawrentian are only partially
digested and then quickly relegated to the litter box, the self-satisfaction
derived from w riting a good article or conceiving a worthwhile issue can
be considerable. The new magazine form at provides a medium by which
m axim um satisfaction can be attained by the staff. The magazine is an
ideal forum for the analysis of “ meaty issues and for the presentation of
feature-length articles.
This term, in order to bring fresh and knowledgeable viewpoints into
the Lawrentian, the staff has solicited one article by a professor for each
issue. In issues to follow today’s, Dean Michael H ittle and Professor Mojim ir Povolny will discuss the Soviet transition of power from Brezhnev
to Andropov. In this issue, Professor Jo h n Stanley was to discuss the
topic of Bio-Medical ethics. Despite accepting our offer to comment, Mr.
Stanley did not address the issue, nor did he inform the staff th at he was
not going to do so. He did, however, subm it his version of an inform al
telephone conversation with a Lawrentian staffer. (The interview, for
what it ’s worth, is on page 5.)
Though Mr. Stanley’s intentions in “ post-fabricating’’ (I am assum 
ing the phone conversation was not taped) an inform al telephone call re
m ain unclear, he does, in a sadly naive manner, raise an im portant point.
The Lawrentian may, in fact soon cease publication. Presently, there ex
ist no capable underclassmen who have expressed a willingness to work
on the paper after this term. This is very sad; a student newspaper, one
which is not afraid to be critical of U niversity actions and adm inistra
tion, is essential to a small college. A nd students who indulge in the lux
ury of an oft-unmarketable liberal education, b u t do not allow themselves
the opportunity to enjoy and learn from “ extra-curricular’’ activities are
grossly underm ining those aims which a liberal arts colleges should pro
fess. Hopefully, the new magazine form at will draw student attention
and bring to the fore interested individuals who can secure the Lawrentian ’s future.
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Letter to the Editor

Planet: out of this world

Dear Reader,
I am a student at a small liberal arts
school in the Midwest..The party situa
tion here is real cool. I expecially like the
frat parties..They play loud music, some
really fine stuff, and everybody gets
totally plastered and the chicks all get
incredibly loose. However, I could never
score. That is why I wanna tell ya bout
somethin that happened this past Sun
day thet completely knocked my socks
off..
It all started when some dudes and I
were just sittin round the house and one
of em said there was a real cool band
playing that night. Well after two more
cases of beer the two of us decided to
check it out. We both had a buzz on, but
smoked some really fine sins before we
went in to see this band. We guzzled a
pitcher at the union and then walked in
with another one..They had already
started when we got inside. I forget
what they wre called, but the drummer,
bassist and guitar player all sounded
good. There was this pretty large guy on
trumpet who sounded like Satchmo.
They were a pretty tight group..
Now comes the good part. All of a sud
den on stage walks this dynamite babe. I
mean she could have been a Dallas
Coeboys cheerladder or somethin. She
was about five-seven and the most
beautiful set of legs I had ever seen. I
was memorized. But just imagine my
surprise when this fox starts giving me
the eye, 1 got kinda nervis and hoped no

one was watching me.. Well pretty soon
agter a couple of songs, I decided what
the hell and started giving her the once
over. She kept right on staring at me. It
was pretty damn exciting.
The first set had a few bump and grind
numbers and this fox was doing things
with her body that made my head spin. I
felt like it was all for me. Suddenly the
stage was empty. The band was takin a
break so we bopped out and did another
J of primo herb. One of my friends said
the guitar player sounded Metheneyesqe. All I could think of were those
senuous shaply pair of legs. I figured
Metheney-s legs probly looked nothing
like hers. We all agreed the band called
something Time was really hot. We
drank some more bought another pit
cher and headed back inside.
The band was doing this versin of a
really cool blues tune 99 lbs. Boy were
those legs and body movin, too much
man. I figgered I had to meat her
somehow. I werked out this plan to cor
ner her her after the show and see if shed
want a drink at my place. They finished
there last song and I waited for an on
core. I had to see this fine piece of fem
nin plucrituity again. Now comes the
real tragidy. there was no oncore and I
never saw her again. Maybe 111get to see
her at one of those great parties and
even dance with her or something. But
111 never forget that night and oh those
legs.
Name and Address Witheld
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NEWS

T he sacred spaces o f P h i Beta K ap p a
__________ by Ion Kennedy__________

There is a value system to 'space,' a
qualitative as well as quantitative dif
ference which exists between certain
spaces. The qualitative aspect of space
was the subject of Wednesday’s Phi
Beta Kappa lecture, given by Professor
William Chaney, Lawrence’s George M.
Steele
professor
of
h isto ry .
Wednesday’s evening’s lecture marked
the thirtieth annual anniversary of the
Phi Beta Kappa Lecture Series, a pro
gram of annual lectures by local figures
which professor Chaney was instrumen
tal in initiating.
“Thirty years ago,” explains Chaney,
“there was no lecture series at all on the
Lawrence campus. We had no Main Hall
Forum, no history lectures that were
organized, no Science colloquim; there
was no Mortar Board lecture series.’’ In
fact, the only organized lecture program
on the campus in 1953 was the Universi
ty Convocation; there was one every
week. It was professor Chaney who sug
gested that the university should spon
sor a lecture series of some kind. The
late Professor Morris Cunningham, to
whom this year’s lecture was dedicated,
agreed. It was agreed that the series
should be sponsored by Phi Beta Kappa.
With that, a now thirty year old tradi
tion was born. The first lecture was
given by Professor Chaney. The Phi
Beta Kappa lecture has ever since acted
as an annual forum in which local facul
ty may discuss their work.
What is this sacred space? What is

“the quantitative difference between
spaces?’’ The point of this year’s lecture
was that obvious differences exist in the
quality of one’s surroundings. A space
may be cramped or open, crowded or
desolute, but the qualitative aspect of
space goes beyond this mere physical
description. “One feels different in a
church than one would on the sidewalk,”
explains Professor Chaney. There is an
aspect to space that in some cases

churches. The institution changes, but
the space, for whatever reason, is still
set apart from its surrounding area.
Much evidence of sacred space is of
fered in the history of medieval Ger
manic and Celtic Northlands, as those
who have taken Professor Chaney’s
English History course are no doubt
well aware. Studies of place names
reveal that “groves, enclosures, places

A sacred space?
makes it sacred. A sacred space is “a
break in the homogeneity of space,” a
space set apart, through various
methods and for various reasons, from
surrounding “profane” space. Once a
space has been established as sacred, the
veneration of the area may weli continue
through shifts in dominant religions and
cultures. Thus we may find that
gravesites considered sacred in pagan
times may become the sites of medieval

of peace, and other sites,” may be
sacred. “ Monastaries enclose sacred
space, shields encircle it, and canopies
cover it.” Once established as sacred, a
space can only be approached after cer
tain proper “gestures of approach have
been made, for instance bowing,
genuflection, or the removal of one’s
shoes.” Fasting may also be a require
ment.
We in America may not think of

ourselves as a culture of sacred spaces,
but such areas exist here as well. We
have our tomb of the unknown soldier,
and the eternal flame, upon which
nobody is inclined to throw garbage or
spit. A sacred space is where your
beliefs, emotions, and cultural lore
create it. It is established through tradi
tion, and the solidification of belief. Con
ceivably, other places in America may
well be, for some, sacred spaces.
Anybody who has seen green and yellow
clad Packer fans perform the "gesture of
approach” at a tailgate party before
reverently entering Lambeau field, has
some feeling for what was. in a much
more meaningful fashion, discussed
Wednesday evenings.
Tradition, beliefs, emotions, past
events, all combine in creating a sacred
space for a people. Surely the tradition
of a campus lecture series, established
thirty years ago by Professor Chaney
and others, does much the same for the
Lawrence Community. What has been
added since 1953, the Main Hall Forum,
the Science Colloquium, Mortar Board
Lectures, and other such events, in com
bination with the Phi Beta Kappa lec
ture, serve to distance Lawrence from
the surrounding space. As with the
sacred spaces of pagan and medieval
England, repetition and continuity (the
Phi Beta Kappa Lecture is always held
in the Art Center) serve to strengthen
such traditions, and foster the existing
culture at Lawrence. And we don’t even
have to fast thirty days in order to take
part.

Words and bits on Computer Center:

preparing students for a computerized future
by Kelvin Smith
Paralleling the increasing use of com
puters in all sectors of society today, in
terest in computers at Lawrence has
risen dramatically in the past few years.
Just four years ago, only one class was
regularly offered in the computer
studies field, a fractional-credit course
which covered more or less the same
material as today’s orientation (first
one-third of a credit) and BASIC (second
one-third) courses.
Now, by contrast, each term four or
fiye half-credit courses are available, for
both beginning and advanced program
mers. Along with the increase in courses
has come a tripling in the number of
students over the last three years. The
number of students has now virtually
reached the saturation point: with
around 100 students in orentiation every
term, almost every student at Lawrence
is taking that class before graduation.
The computer is not disjoint from the
rest of the university either, as James
Evans, Chemistry Prof. and Director of
Computer Services points out. The use
of faculty from various departments to
teach the introductory classes is only
one of the ties. More importantly, the
computer is being increasingly used as
an aid for other classes, whether it be for
simulations, statistical analysis, or in
dividual tutoring. Soiye students and
faculty also use the computer as an aid
in research projects.
In addition, the computer is available
for non class-oriented activities. Any
Lawrentian can have a personal account,
which students use for everything from
programming games and other pro
grams of their own design to writing

term papers. Here, too, interest has the computer (besides the fact that
steadily risen over the past few years: work-study checks are written by a com
over 10% of the student body now have puter terminal). Presently, about 30
their own accounts.
students work for the computer center
Education is not the only purpose for in one of three capacities: (1) as lab
computers at Lawrence. The administra assistants for the orientation and
tion too has made extensive use of the BASIC classes, allowing instruction to
capabilities a computer offers. On a stay personal (groups of five or six)
separate computer, identical to the PDP despite the class size of 100 or more
11/70 used for educational purposes, students; (2) as consultants, available at
alumni and development, the registrar, the computer center (and part-time in
admissions, and the business office all the basement of Main Hall) to aid
conduct operations. Thus, potential students with problems at times when
students are contacted, present the staff is not available (until 10 p.m.
students receive grades and bills, and Sunday through Friday, plus Saturday
alumni and friends are solicited with the afternoons until 4 p.m.); (3) as program
help of the administrative computer. At mers, writing programs for both educa
present, the computer center is prepar tional and administrative use (par
ing a new admissions office system to ticularly during the summer, when the
help the university meet the challenge of computer center hires a few students
declining enrollments in the coming full-time). All these jobs have made the
years.
computer center one of the largest workComputing at Lawrence has a long study employers on campus.
and distinguished history. Students
W hat’s in store? Probably not a lot for
have had direct access to computers a while. With the addition of new video
since 1965, and access to a PDP 11 com terminals (still in progress) in the Musicputer (i.e., of the same style as the pre Drama center and elsewhere, the
sent one, with identical commands) since number of terminals available for stu
1972, putting Lawrence in the forefront dent use now stands at around forty,
of the computer revolution among small and is likely to remain there for awhile.
colleges (and unlike many larger colleges New, larger disks for storage of pro
and universities, direct access has never grams and information should be arriv
been limited to upper-level students). In ing before the summer, which will leave
addition, programs written by faculty plenty of room for growth.
and students are used at mdny other
No major changes in the curriculum
computer installations—COSAP, a are foreseen; a computer science depart
statistical analysis package, is presently ment with its own major is not likely
used on over 600 computers throughout anytime soon, in part due to questions
the world, and Professor David Cook’s about how it relates to a liberal arts
graphics package has similarly met with education. At the same time, demand is
wide usage.
so high for programmers that it seems
Some students get their money from unlikely that anyone leaving here with
the interdisciplinary concentration in

computer studies would have any major
difficulties landing a job. A number of
Lawrence a lum n i are presently
employed in the field of computers, in
cluding working for Digital Equipment
Corporation, the manufacturer of
Lawrence’s computers.
Many people are saying that the 80’s
should be called the age of computers.
Time magazine recently named the com
puter “Man of the Year.” The Lawrence
computer center is preparing students
for such a computerized future.

Cancer strikes 120.000 people In our work lorce every year
Although no dollar value can ever be placed on a human tile
the tact remains that our economy loses more than $10
billion in earnings every year that cancer victims would have
generated Earnings they might still be generating II they had
know the simple tacts on how to protect themselves trom
cancer
Now you can do something lo protect your employees,
your company, and yoursell
call your local unit ol the
American Cancer Society and ask lor their tree pamphlet
"Helping Your Employees lo Protect Themselves Against
Cancer " Start your company on a policy ol good health
today1

American Cancer Society
January 14, 1983-
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Watson Selection: not quite elementary
try’s and the present international the immigrants on a personal basis.
Hoffman hopes to be placed in
refugee organization’s, short and long
On T hursd a y, Ja n u a r y 13th, term refugee operations and their effec Jerusalem, but will go where they have
Lawrence’s four Watson Fellowship tiveness. Possibilities for the second space for him. He will learn Hebrew
nominees, seniors Emily Copeland, Dave stage of her project are Somalia and while there and essentially go through
Hoffman, Bev Larson, and Chris Pakistan, which are receiving flows of the same cultural assimilation as the
Matheus, were interviewed by a refugees
from
E th io p ia
and Russian immigrants though he’ll have a
representative of the Watson Founda Afghanistan, respectively. ‘‘It is impor radically different background.
tion as part of the generous program’s tant that I find a current refugee situa
Hoffman, a history major from In
final selection procedure. The four Wat tion,” claims Copeland, ‘‘yet my pro dianapolis, Indiana, plans on seeking a
son hopefuls are among approximately posal is flexible because where I end up graduate degree in Russian history.
180 college seniors from 50 schools is dependent on whether or not I can get
With her Watson scholarship, Bev
throughout the United States who are permission to enter the specific
being considered for the prestigious country.”
fellowship.
Copeland speaks English, German,
Every year the Watson Foundation and Russian, as well as a little French
awards seventy $ 10,000 grants to col and Arabic. She lived in Karlsruhe,
lege graduates ‘‘of unusual promise’’ to West Germany, for a year in 1978 and
engage in a year of independent study participated in the Lawrence University
and travel abroad following their 1981 Slavic Trip. She plans on graduate
graduation. The fellowship offers the op- school in international relations after
Lawrence and cites her passion for peo
ple, languages and cultures as the im
petus for her proposal to study refugees.
“ Refugees are a current world problem,”
she claims, “and the world is going to
have to deal with this problem efficient
ly and creatively.”
Dave Hoffman, pending on his receiv
ing one of the coveted fellowships, will
be heading for Israel to investigate the
assimilation of immigrating Russian
Bev Larson
Jews into Israeli society. The focus of
Hoffman's project will be to observe the
process of acquiring a new national iden Larson proposes to study French in
tity. Some two thousand Russian Jews fluence in Africa. “Since colonial times,”
officially immigrate into Israel every claims Bev. “ France has been influential
year and Hoffman feels that Israel’s in the culture of quite a few African
parliamentary government, capitalist countries.” As examples, she cites Zaire,
system, and relative religious freedoms Chad, Gineau, Ivory Coast, and Senegal
will result in a culture shock for the im as having strong French influence
politically, economically, and militarily.
migrants.
In addition, Larson hopes to in
Having also shared in the 1981 Slavic
Em ily Copeland
vestigate
France’s role as a spokesman
trip, which included five weeks in the
portunity for an adventure of the Soviet Union. Hoffman believes that and mediator for the idea of a Nor
students' own devising, an informal and he’ll “be able to make some especially th/South world orientation, as opposed
unaffiliated yet focused and disciplined valuable comparisons” between the Rus to the emphasized East/West power
“wanderjahr" where they can explore a sian immigrants’ former and brand new blocs. The North/South orientation
particular interest, test their aspirations lifestyles.
strongly emphasizes European and
and abilities, and most importantly,
“ 1 hope to get a better understanding American aid in the development of the
develop “a more informed sense of inter of the importance of nationalism and southern third world countries. This
national concern.”
religion and what these two things can idea is supported by France’s current
Lawrence’s four candidates were mean for people,” states Hoffman. president Francois Mitterand. France is,
chosen in mid-October from among 28 “They will be taking on a new identity and has been, a world leader in aid to the
seniors who submitted proposals to the
African countries.
university. Twelve of the 28 were inter
Larson, who spent the fall of 1981 stu
viewed by a four person faculty commit
dying in France, plans to spend the first
tee and the final four selected from that
part of her Watson project in Paris and
12 to have their proposals forwarded to
the French cities of Tours and Nancy, in
the Watson Foundation for considera
vestigating both the government stand
tion. The foundation announces the win
and public opinion on France’s involve
ners of the grants the second or third
ment with African nations and the Nor
week in March.
th/South dialogue.
The W atson Foundation seeks
She also hopes to make contacts with
“ creative, realistic, and personally
African students in France and with
significant” project proposals, and
African embassies to facilitate the se
Lawrence’s four contenders represent
cond stage of her sojourn, travel
those characteristics well.
through a series of African nations.
Emily Copeland, a Russian and Ger
While in Africa, Larson hopes to observe
man major from St. Paul, Minnesota,
the conditions of the underdeveloped
proposes to work with the United Na
countries, the African governments’
tions High Commissioner for Refugees
demands for aid from the world powers,
to study the world’s current refugee pro
the extent and effectiveness of the cur
blems.
rent aid, and more specifically, French
The UNHCR, a branch of the United
influence in Africa, both past and pre
Nations, was established in 1951 to aid
sent.
D avid H offm an
and protect refugees prior to new
In her studies in Africa, Larson
citizenship. The organization works in and religion plays such an important foresees a problem in the chance that the
conjunction with groups such as the Red part of that." •
African officials will not accept her stu
Cross and the World Council of Chur
Hoffman’s project will be split into dying and questioning seriously because
ches, providing legal and material two parts. The first will be spent in ab of the fact that she is a female. “ 1 know
assistance, promoting the practice of sorption centers in Israeli cities which that it will be a major obstacle,” says
asylum, safeguarding rights and ensur are designed for temporary housing and Larson, “That is why I need to make
ing against forced repatriation.
assimilation of the more skilled im many strong ties and contacts while in
Copeland plans to spend the first three migrants who will eventually spread out Paris.”
months of her project at the UNHCR
into the Israeli community. The second
Larson is a political science major
headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland, stage he will spend in permanent from Anoka, Minnesota, and sees her
studying the organization's policies and residential communities for the unskill chance of receiving the Watson as a
procedures, and investigating current
ed Russian immigrants which Hoffman decisive factor in her decision whether or
refugee situations. She will then choose likened onto the Israeli kibbutzes. In not to go on to graduate school in inter
and travel to a country with an existing both stages Hoffman plans to seek out national relations or political science.
refugee problem to observe that coun individuals and families and work with
The fourth Lawrence Watson can
_________ by Hugh DelHos

didate, Chris Matheus, a physics major
from Germantown, Wisconsin, plans on
travelling to Great Britain and Japan to
study industrial robots and their effect
on society. “ Robots,” claims Chris, “are
used extensively in car industries and
somewhat in computer production to
handle the undesirable and unsafe jobs,
such as welding. The Japanese are try
ing to make a factory of total robot car
production.”
Japan, according to Matheus, is the
current world leader in industrial robots
and will be for a long time to come.
Matheus plans to travel to Japan first to
gain insight into the current technology
and robot capabilities by touring the
plants using robots, the universities and
lab o ra to rie s re se arch in g robot
technology, and the plants producing
the robots.
Matheus also plans to investigate the
social aspects of the robots. As a
substitute for human labor, robots
threaten workers’ jobs. Matheus plans
to spend time with workers of both
Japan and England to discover worker
feeling toward the implementation of
the robots.
In Japan, claims Matheus, the life
long employment of workers assures job
security. Therefore, even labor unions
support the use of robots, for they
benefit the labor force. The work load is
lessened, the work week is shortened,
and the unions demand a share of the
profits of using the robots.
Maflieus chose to study the use of
robots in Great Britain, even though it
ranks among the lowest of the advanced
nations in robot implementation, for the
social effect of the use of what robots
they have is much worse. The English
government, claims Matheus, realizes
“that it will not be able to compete in the

Chris M atheus
future without robots”, and has in
itiated a “ Robot Support Scheme” to en
courage the research, production, and
use of industrial robots. With the
strength of the English labor unions and
the high rate of unemployment, the
government’s encouragement of the use
of robots could have a tremendous effect
on the society.
Matheus plans to tour the University
of Edinburgh’s labs, which are some of
the first robot research labs in the world,
as well as seek ou^ the industrial plants
of Birmingham and Southeast Wales.
He hopes to make contacts through
labor unions, the English Department of
Labor, and, of course, the local pubs.
Matheus hopes to further his educa
tion in the field of artificial intelligence
and computer science after graduation.
4 — The Lawrentian — Jan u ary 14, 1983
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OPINION

Medical Ethics: No right or wrong decision
b y B U I S c h o e lle r

During the next eight weeks, both the
Lawrence and Appleton Communities
will have the opportunity to do
something out of the ordinary, to take
part in a class in which you can’t give a
wrong answer; in fact, the point of the
class isn’t to give answers but to find
questions. The class is in Biomedical
Ethics, a series of lectures and discus
sions sponsored by Lawrence University
and the Wisconsin Institute for the
Humanities.
Because of recent advances in medical
knowledge and technology, the medical
profession now has the ability to per
form intricate operations and pro
cedures which can improve, sustain, or
at least prolong the lives of patients
who, up until today, had no hope of liv
ing. An initial reaction to this new
knowledge would be to greet it with
great happiness and o p tim ism .
However, when one examines the im
plications of this new technology it
becomes clear that these advances can
not be recognized as simply “good
things”.
Because of its nature, technology and
science is amoral—that is, being outside
of the concept of right and wrong. The
new findings in medical science are
simply tools, only when they are placed
in the hands of human beings can they
be used for the benefit of humanity. To
understand this point, it must be
recognized that while medical science
can now cure or treat more ailments
than ever before, there are still afflic
tions for which there is no cure or treat
ment. Therefore the prolongation of a
life may come at the expense of much
pain and sacrifice on the part of the pa
tient and his or her family.
Professor Stanley points out that
there is no clear right or wrong answer
to the questions which are considered in
Biomedical Ethics, and he asserts that
the decisions themselves are perhaps
less important than how one would ap
proach, evaluate and work to make the

decision. Mr. Stanley feels that the
Humanities are the key to finding the
possible solutions concerning moral
dilemmas, and that the field of
Biomedical Ethics has been established
in order to give information and
guidance to people faced with making

issues to be considered in the lecture
series can no longer be the sole respon
sibility of the medical profession—they
affect and therefore concern all of socie
ty. However, when dealing with the
types of moral dilemmas which are con
fronted in this field, problems in which

Ethics in action: Thomas E a k in ’s “ The Agnew C linic’’
such decisions. While there can never be
concrete answers to these types of ques
tions, he feels that, by examining the
sources of values in our society, an in
dividual should be able to make an in
formed and personally justified decision.
The establishment of the field of
Biomedical Ethics should be applauded,
but viewed with some suspicion.
Because Biomedical Ethics is not con
cerned with facts and procedures, but
with judgments and ethical questions
which are not amoral, isn’t it impossible
for the field to be totally objective?
Though it is purported that there are no
ri&ht or wrong answers to the problems
in this field, it is hard to imagine that
people confronted by the moral dilem
mas of Biomedical Ethics will not direct
ly look to and rely upon the “experts” in
the field, and thereby succumb to the
certitude which Mr. Stanley identifies as
the villian of moral decisions.
Stanley correctly points out that the
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there exists no right or wrong decision,
isn’t the ability of the decision maker to
truly justify his choice in his own mind
the goal which is to be achieved? If this
is the case, perhaps the establishment of
an intellectual field in this area is an infr

ingement upon the individual.
By recognizing this dilemma, the
whole issue of individual freedom vs.
social responsibility must be addressed.
Is it right for a life or death decision con
cerning a fellow human to be left in the
hands of one or two individuals simply
because they are related to the patient
by blood? Can society relinquish its
responsibility for the welfare of an in
dividual to one person, or for that matter
should an individual be required to carry
the burden of a life or death situation
alone? What right does a faceless society
have to interfere in the personal and
family affairs of an individual?
It is tempting to profess that medical
dilemmas should be sulely left up to the
individual, or to the experts who speak
for a society, but it is wrong to do so.
The individual and society cannot be
separated from one another, both are
dependent upon each other. Therefore
both individuals and society must
together examine and address the moral
issues raised in Biomedical Ethics. The
fact that right and wrong are not always
concrete ideals, and can be at times
relative terms, must be accepted. Many
questions will be raised during the lec
ture and discussion series, and while few
answers might be found, perhaps by
coming together some individuals will
gain some knowledge concerning a few
of the moral dilemmas of today.

Biomedical Ethics made easy

Editor's Note: Professor Stanley's
essay on Biomedical Ethics is the
first in a series of professional con
tributions. Further elaboration on
Stanley's commentary can be found
on page two.
______ b y P r o fe s s o r J o b » S ta n le y ______

Lawrentian: We were wondering if
you would be willing to write a story
for the Lawrentian about the
Humanities Institute on Biomedical
Ethics.
Stanley: What do you mean write
a story? Me? I thought that’s what
you guys did.
Lawrentian: Well, it is; I mean we
do, but you see we have this new for
mat now. It was too hard to get peo
ple to work and there was never
anything going on that was really
“news.” I mean nothing really in
viting and challenging to write
about.
Stanley: What about the Humanities
Insitute on Biomedical Ethics?
Lawrentian: Well, yes, that is sort
of interesting, but even for re
warding topics like that we can’t get
reporters. I mean we tried to get
three reporters to cover the lectures
and we just struck out. We though
you might write a feature on it, we
know you are interested in it.
Stanley: Well, yes, I am, but I ’ve got
papers to grade, and classes to
prepare, and research underway,
and I ’m trying to run this institute.
And writing an interesting, engag
ing feature article takes a lot of
time. You can’t just toss it off the
top of your head like a Freshman
Studies theme. I ’m sorry; I don’t
have the time.
Lawrentian: You see what we are
up against? That’s just how all the
students talk. I though faculty were
supposed to be good role models.
Stanley: Look, I ’d like to help
you. I like the Lawrentian: But a
s tu d e n t
n e w spap e r—or
m a g a z in e —is
a
stu d e n t

newspaper—or magazine. It should
be done by students. It should repre
sent student interests and student
viewpoints. It should...
Lawrentian: But the students won’t
do it. It ’s up to you guys. If you
won’t help, we’ll die. Actually in a
sense we’re already dead, but that
was just an attention getter. I mean
we aren’t really dead yet...but, if you
guys won’t help, we will be.
Stanley: Well, maybe I could do
something to help, but I don’t have
time to write a feature article. How
about if I just do an interview.
L a w re n tian :
An
in te rvie w
of
whom?
Stanley: Of me.
Lawrentian: Of you? How will it
work?
Stanley: I don’t know; I ’ll just
ask me if I ’d be willing to write a
feature article on the Humanities In
stitute on Biomedical ethics for the
new Lawrentian magazine and see
what I say.
January 14. 1983 — The Lawrentian — 6

Computer intelligence
by Chris Matheus

The editors of TIME magazine, by proclaiming the
computer “machine of the year” rather than awarding
their traditional “man of the year’’, expressed the feel
ing that the influence of computers upon our world has
become more important than the efforts of any single
human being. It is, in effect, a claim that the computer
holds the most potential power to change the world -for the better or for the worse. The computer, this
machine capable of such impact, certainly appears to
have aquired its status by virtue of a degree of in
telligence. But can it be said that computers are in
telligent, and if so, to what extent? These are the ques
tions confronted by research in the field of artificial in
telligence (AI).
According to M. Minsky of MIT, “artificial in
telligence is the science of making machines do things
that would require intelligence if done by man.” A I is
concerned with working out theories of intelligence, ex
plaining cognitive processes, and developing pro
cedures of thinking. Further, it attempts to implement
these concepts through the computer. In the words of

A I research is concerned
with creating intelligence
on a level comparable
to human intelligence.
AI researcher D.L. Waltz, “the computer is a
laboratory in which (AI practitioners) develop new
ways of thinking about thinking.” The study of AI,
however, is not independent of the study of human in
telligence; much of human intelligence serves as a basis
for work in artificial intelligence. For in theory, if
human intelligence could be ‘completely’ understood
then artificial methods could be developed to mimic
this intelligence.
Of course, the functions of the human mind are far
from being completely understood. Artificial In
telligence need not, however, be committed to perfectly
mimicking human intelligence in order to qualify itself
as being an independent intelligential form. The elec
tronic computer and the human brain are two fun
damentally different devices which derive similar

results in drastically different ways; the computer
solves problems by representing them as a collection of
numerical bits of data, whereas the brain accomplishes
the same goal through representations of the bio
chemical nature. The study of AI, therefore, is not
restricted to an exact imitation of human intelligence.
Rather, AI reasearch is concerned with creating in
telligence that is on a level comparable to human in
telligence. As a result of A I ’s different approach to in
telligence, new and unique theories and models of
human intelligence have been developed which con
tribute to our understanding of the human mind.
The current research in AI consists of several subtopics. However, since the scope of this article is
limited by space, only a few of the more interesting
research areas will receive attention, with the hope that
they will convey the flavor of the rest of the field of AI.
These areas include: theories of game playing (chess
playing in particular), visual systems, language com
prehension, and methods of learning.
Game Playing
The topic of game theory has been a prime can
didate for A I research from the beginning. In par
ticular, the game of chess has received much attention.
Currently, chess playing computers possess the skill to
play near the level of a human expert. These programs
use ‘thinking’ procedures quite different from those of
its human opponents. While a grand master may de
pend primarily upon his experience and intuition, a
computer program will generally capitalize on its
superior ability to analyze thousands of alternate
moves and countermoves a second, and thereby is able
to determine the one move that appears most advan
tageous from among a large sample of possible moves.
These programs rely on heuristic principles - informal
rules of thumb - to guide the program so as to analyze
only those moves which appear promising. For exam
ple, coded in a chess playing program might be a rule
prohibiting itself from considering moves which
jeopardize the safety of its queen. Although heuristic
methods do not guarantee that the ‘best’ solution is
always obtained, programs that can efficiently deter
mine in advance which solutions hold more potential
than others will ultimately prove to be superior.
Heuristic principles naturally apply to the rest of
AI as well, since intelligence is not simply a brute-force
procedure in which all possible solutions to a given pro-

Eniac, the G randaddy of them all, complete with 12,000 vacuum tubes.
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blem are considered, but is, rather, an involved and
complex process in which only a select few of the possi
ble outcomes are considered in such a way that these
alternatives arise as superior. How to determine the
best answer to a given problem from an infinite selec
tion of relevant and irrelevant answers is one of the
questions at the heart of AI.
V isual System s

We take for granted the complex information pro
cessing that our visual systems must perform to allow
us to interpret our world. Take, for example, our
perception of a simple cube. The pertinent information
of the cube is obtained by analyzing its edges, the
shading of its sides, the convergence of our eyes, the
focusing of our lenses, our knowledge of perspective,
our familiarity with the essence of cubism, and several
other interrelated factors; our minds process this infor
mation and leave us with a clear and distinct mental
image of the cube. This process is very difficult to ar
tificially replicate and requires sophisticated methods
of artificial intelligence.
Most artificial visual systems that have been
developed to date typically involve the input of visual
information through video cameras and the interpreta
tion of the resulting electrical signals into numerical
data. This data is then analytically processed through
computer programs which reduce the digital represen
tation of the image to this essential line components;
this information is in turn utilized in an attempt to
distinguish between distinct objects. Simple two
dimensional images are roughly comprehensible by
current visual systems; progress is being made on
three-dimensional processing, but 3-D systems are
tremendously more complex and remain a hope of the
future. This area of A I is important because of its ap
plication to industrial robots used in factory assembly
lines. The more advanced of these robots are being
equipped with crude visual systems which can identify,
say, betwen a correctly assembled circuit board and
one with a resistor out of place.

Language
One of the most important, and yet most difficult
challenges in AI is that of programming (human)
language comprehension into a computer. The first ef
forts in this area began in the 1950’s with a program
designed to translate English into Russian by means of
a simple word-for-word translation. This program
translated the sentence “The spirit is willing but the
flesh is weak” into Russian and then back into the
English sentence ‘‘The vodka is strong but the meat is
rotten.” This first failure stressed the fact that the
understanding of language transcends the level of
single word definitions. Research is now concerned
with the concepts that lie below the surface of the
words and sentences. These concepts require sup
plementary background information, not supplied by
the text, that must be derived from internally program
med frames of reference for each concept-similar to a
stereotyping of the qualities evident to a particular
concept. In addition to supplying implied information,
a program must be able to determine if the text makes
sense and whether it is plausible; most programs would
have difficulty with the sentence “Joe was climbing
the walls by the end of the exam.’’ Obviously, language
comprehension is very complex and somewhat^
abstract, and it is for this reason that language is such
a challenge to artificially imitate.

M asthead ,.

.................................. page 1

new skills. Learning also involved the acquisition of
knowledge of conceptual relationships, and sorting and
storing that knowledge so that it can be used at future
times to apply to new and foreign concepts. The learn
ing of concepts involves the development of
hypothoses based on relationships, which can be ap
plied (and adjusted) in the future to identify those
things that relate to the concept. This task of program
ming learning capabilities into a computer, like that of
most problems in A I, involves many different, inter
related facets many of which are not, as of yet, clearly
understood.
Degrees of inteilegence

These few examples of artificial intelligence
deomonstrate that computers are far from bein~ »s in
telligent as human beings. While they are able to per-

Language comprehension
is very complex and
somewhat abstract,
and it is for this reason
that language is such
a challenge to imitate
artifically.
form tasks which require human intelligence, it is easy
to argue that these accomplishments do not necessari
ly warrant crediting the computer with intelligence of
its own. These combined efforts, however, appear to be
a step in the right direction -that is, towards creating
an intelligent machine. In 1950, A. M. Turing invented
a test that could be used on a machine to determine if it
was intelligent (in the human sense). In the Turing
Test, a machine is interrogated by a person who at
tempts to determine if he/she is communicating with a
machine or a human being; the machine’s goal is to con
vince the interrogator that it is human. If the machine
successfully fools the interrogator, who may ask any
imaginable question, into believing that it is a human
being, then that machine, according to Turing, must
be credited with possessing human-like intelligence.
Whether or not this is an accurate test has been strong
ly debated for over thirty years. But one thing is sure:
it will be much, much longer than a mere thirty years
before we will be able to administer the Turing Test to
a presumably intelligent machine with the hope of it
passing. When this day comes the computer will pro
bably be a candidate for “man of the year”.

Learning
The notion of teaching a computer to learn is fun
damental to the problem of creating intelligent
machines that will become independent of their pro
grammers. Learning is significant to AI since only
when computers are able to teach themselves will they
truly begin to acquire the form of intelligence possess
ed by man. A computer programming language, called
LISP, was developed in the early 60’s to facilitate the
exploration of AI. It is particulary useful for the study
of theories of learning because programs written in
LISP are able to alter themselves; if a program is able
to change its own content it becomes capable of
preprogramming itself, and thereby capable of learning
January 14, 1983 — The Lawrentian — 7
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ARTS

Contemporary art show is good draw
by Ton» Often

strangeness, shock value, and erotic con
tent.
Whether this criteria will eventually
produce truly excellent work is not clear
yet; the question may end up being a
matter of personal taste. What is clear is
that use of the style can result in very
bad pieces, and Hugh Webb’s Tonsil
Responsal Version illustrates this end of
the spectrum. The drawing, depicting a
man retching on front of a palm tree, is
clumsy to the point of amateurism—the

The Pacific Northwest Drawing In
vitational (“An Overview of Contem
porary Drawing Mannerisms,’’) which
moved into the Worcester Art Center
last Friday, is an intriguing show
primarily because it allows viewers to
become acquainted with several domi
nant trends present in contemporary
American art. A traveling exhibition
organized by Eastern Washington
University’s Department of Art and Ar
tists’ Society, the show is comprised of
one piece each from 32 different artists
of the Northwest. A wide range of media
is present and most of the pieces are in
teresting and competently executed, but
what makes this show well worth atten
tion is the fact that it is a relatively ac
curate, fairly well balanced reflection of
overall trends present in contemporary
art.
The somewhat trendy “ New Expres
sionism” dominates this show, and
while most of it does not resemble the
rather forced and self-conscious work of
New York expressionists—for instance,
Julian Schnabel—much of it looks more
than a little pretentious. All these pieces
make use of bold, roughly drawn figures
in a style which often approaches
caricature in garrish color schemes or
stark blacks and whites. Patrick Siler s 4
Ways to Fall, showing four men falling
over empty beer bottles, fits into this
category. I t ’s an eye-catching piece, and
by mounting it on a slant within its
frame, Siler has intensified its disorien
ting effect.
Gene McMahon’s Vanity Suite also
succeeds in using the New Expres
sionism very well. His drawing is divid
ed into six frames, each one depicting piece looks like nothing so much as the
women applying make-up. He works and work of a prematurely nihilistic third
re-works his crudely drawn lines with grader.
graphite and eraser, and this technique
Hung side by side with these Exprescombines well with his simplified, sionistic works are pieces by artists still
angular figures. Both the Siler and the using the Super-Realist style so popular
McMahon drawings, as well as pieces in the early 1970’s. Jo Hockenhull’s
such as Fay JoneS Night/Formal, suc
an eerie and painstakingly ex
ceed in fulfilling their own criteria, the act airbrush drawing of an X-ray of a rib
criteria of the New Expressionism which
places primary emphasis on a pieces

P-5-005-B,

cage, fits into this category, as does Nor
man Lunin’s Storage Room No. 2. This
latter piece is easily one of the best in
the show; its soft variations of brown,
grey, and white pastel and its technical
ly perfect drawing succeed in elevating
this mundane subject to a higher, more
moving level than one might expect; its
one of the few drawings in the show
which leaves a strong impression upon
the viewer.
Some of the drawings in the show are

by artists primarily concerned with
aesthetic problems. Charles Schmidt’s
Culture Shock is a wry comment on the
problem of drawing parts of the human
body in proportion to each other, and
Bill Bowler’s Everything Is So Flat
mocks the perspective method of
representing three dimensional objects
on a two dimensional surface.

Only three totally abstract pieces are
present in the show, a fact which may
reflect that particular style’s current fall
from favor. Two of these three are rather
dull; Keith Monhen’s partially erased
pencil drawing looks like a quick
preparatory sketch for a larger work,
and Robert Maki's Pave No. 4 is boring
beyond belief. Jeffery Bishop's large Un
titled D/D No. 4 with its gometric
abstract black charcoal shapes is more
striking than either of the other two;
though sloppily executed, it manages to
retain something of the strength of the
best of Minimalist works.
Other trends are also present (draw
ings by Bill Rades and Madge Gleeson
use cut paper, for instance) but two of
the best drawings in the show fit no
readily identifiable trend in contem
porary art. K.C. McLaughlin’s “Still-life
with Expressed Pot” is a meticulously
executed graphite and color pencil draw
ing which reconsiders a very old and
quite traditional subject matter. There
are no gimmicks or trendy tricks here;
indeed, the craftsmanship of this draw
ing makes the Expressionistic pieces
look all the more crude and garrish.
Likewise, Lynne Haagensen’s color
pencil drawing Virginia Stream is a
more “ honest” drawing than most other
pieces present. Its accomplishment is
one of pure and graceful drawing, of an
ability to control and manipulate line.
Compositionally, the piece is a bit con
fusing, and its heavy debt to Matisse is
obvious, but it has the freshness and un
pretentiousness found in the best land
scape drawings, and this makes it at
tractive.
Though there are no masterpieces pre
sent, most of the drawings in this show
are surprisingly solid. Non-student
shows at Worcester have been disap
pointing-most have been very low in
quality. And this fact, combined with
the opportunities for examining recent
trends in contemporary art that the
Pacific Northwest Drawing Invitational
presents, makes it the best show to
travel to Lawrence in some time.

SAMMY’S PIZZA
211 N. Appleton St.

Featuring: Free Delivery to Lawrence

50*Off Medium Pizza Ordered
*1.00 Off Large Pizza Ordered
Delivery Hours: Sun. Thurs. 5 -1 am, Fri. ■Sat. 5 ■2am
Phone

734-4567
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New Young: simply wierd Shrode shoots for stars
by Tom Skinner
Neil Young is weird—this is not a
point which needs argument, it is a sim
ple fact. How many other musicians can
you think of who purposely attempt to
frustrate their fans? Who says things
like “ I ’m lucky that there’s still I can do
that will piss people off about me. I
mean, you know...I am"? And even if
there were any doubts left about
Young’s eccentricity, they are crushed
with the release of his latest album
Trans. Geffen GHS 20181
Once one of the major symbolic
figures of the late-and post-Woodstock
eras, Neil Young has become music in
dustry’s latest computer advocate. Soon
after purchasing a copy of Kraftwerk’s
Computer World LP, Young became
enamored with so-called “computer

both contain valid, if somewhat cliched,
warnings about the possible dangers of
letting computers run human lives, but
are also fairly dull musically, and the
vocals are difficult to follow.
Not all of this album is done with syn
thesizers, however, and it is on the three
normally recorded songs that one can
really see how Young has changed from
his early days. ‘‘Little Thing Called
Love’’ is the obligatory radio cut, a sim
ple, fast-paced number with Young’s
famous ‘56 Gibson Les Paul, “Old
Black ” , rin g in g fuzzily in the
background, and “Hold On To Your
Love’’ is a mellower, Comes A Timestyle song. Both show Young heading in
the direction of slicker arrangements
and a greater use of keyboards, and even
a smoother, if less satisfying, vocal
style. The most interesting cut on the

Neil: not ju s t another pretty face.
m u s ic ” —heavily synthesized in  album, though, is “ Like An Inca.” Writ
struments (including drums) and com ten within the last year or so, it has the
puterized arrangements applied to rock sound which many fans feel represents
music. The problem with Trans is that the real Neil Young, with a harsh edge
while Young readily acknowledges and a rolling electric guitar lead inter
Kraftwerk’s influence on his music, he twined throughout. At 8:08 it is by far
does not pull it off nearly as successfully the LP’s longest song, and Young con
as they do. Poor computer music can be tinues his fixation with Indian culture,
painfully irritating at times, a problem as well as voicing disgust over the
which Computer World managed to specter of nuclear war. Young claims,
avoid, but one to which Trans falls prey. though, that “(Like An Inca is) the
The villain responsible for the failure future of my music as seen fifteen years
of Young’s computer music concept is a ago,” and perhaps he is right, for even
device known as the “Vocoder”, a sort of here, on a classic Young tune, he seems
vocal synthesizer created in the to be lacking the intensity and fire so
mid-1960 s and further modified by evident in much of his earlier work.
So on Trans we find Neil Young at a
Young. In a recent interview in Musi
cian, Young proclaimed that “ ...com critical juncture; “The whole album,’’ he
puter music is like a mask. I can sound admits, “is a transition, a tug-of-war
like so many different characters its transition” (hence the name), a transi
unreal, all within my own voice...” These tion leading from an acoustic sound into
characters’ voices, however, are often what he sees as the future of his music,
unpleasant rather than appealing, a electronics. If this is the case, then
characteristic which seriously damages perhaps Young should reconsider, for he
the overall sound of the album. “Com seems to have discarded what were once
puter Cowboy,” “Transformer Man,’’ his strengths, a unique vocal style and a
and even a remake of the classic “ Mr. knack for creating brilliant songs (as
Soul" are all Vocoder victims. “Sample well as amazing guitar solos), for what
and Hold’’ is the best computer song on he evidently believes is the “ wave of the
the album, perhaps because it sounds future.” computers. Judging by Trans,
more like “real music” than the others. anyway, perhaps Neil Young just wasn’t
“Computer Age” and “We R in Control’ <
■meant to be a computer nerd.

by John Schmid
Paul Shrode and the Special Events
Committee are interested in music. They
want to see change, envisioning greater
diversity among campus events. And
it’s about time, too. With a straight diet
of mediocre, if not disagreeable rock,
any change will offer some diversity.
Top 40 rock bands certainly have their
place at LU. Few object to a dance band
as a complement to a beer-night; or to an
otherwise all too familiar Viking room
setting. Limited funds tend to limit the
quality of such acts. That's expected, of
course, and cannot be helped. But with
the preponderance of dance-rock -- at
Greek formals, frat parties, the Viking
room and Homecoming - SEC should
set their sights at other genres.
Mr. Shrode objects that he does not
have enough money. The more LUCC
appropriates, the better tunes we get to
hear. Therefore he is eager to find
bargains among local agents. According
to Shrode, the musical insult, The Kind,
was quite a bargain at nearly one thou
sand dollars. Although The Kind was
“just a guess” at what might have
popular appeal, the high-priced mistake
proves that collective campus taste runs
a bit deeper than the typical “whamslam rock jam.”
Seeking to devine student preference,
SEC conducted a survey of 225
students, ranging over all four classes.
Predictably “danceable” rock headed
the list. Significant numbers of
students, however, opted for Jazz and
Reggae as first choices.
To a large degree, musical alternatives
are already extant. The Conservatory,
with its classical programme and
recitals, is an unquestionable asset. Jazz
weekend was a well-attended conser
vatory success, not to mention an artist
series and a well-managed coffee house.
These are all regular Lawrence events,
consisting of campus-brand music in the
Con and coffee house. The VR Enter
tainment Committee and SEC, both
under Shrode’s jurisdiction, are respon
sible for the outside acts. Mike Purdo,
the VR entertainment Coordinator, has
individually accomplished a great deal
in this direction. LUCC gave Purdo only
a third of what he requested for suitable
diversions. And although he is
necessarily constricted, he has never
theless managed to book five acts last
term, and has at least three planned for
Winter term. Discerning Reggae fans
should appreciate Purdo’s efforts for
Winter carnival. If SEC complies, Purdo
will book the Madison-venerated group,
Java.
Of all changes comprising Shrode's
“vision,” his main priority is a radical in

crease in LUCC’s general entertainment
accounts. To accomplish this, Shrode
wants to reroute university funds into
campus events. Currently 37,000.00
dollars per year is the all-inclusive
figure. He maintains that other ACM
schools outdo L U ’s budget con
siderably. With this in mind, Shrode is
pushing for a 40,000.00 dollar increase,
all earmarked for Shrode’s revamping
campaign. This could possibly mean
cutting back in other university ac
counts, but which accounts he does not
know. It might also effect a tuition in
crease of at least 40.00 per student per
year.
The Shrode philosophy is simply that
more money yields better music. Still it
is questionable, in the present state of
the university, whether so much money
is necessary or justifiable. With the new
system, all campus events -- from the
Chamber Music series to the dances -would be free to all students. This is the
greatest advantage of the plan. At the
moment, the Artist Series is poorly at
tended, with only sixty subscribers;
hardly enough to fill even the chapel’s
choicest seats. Encouraging the
students to attend the series by making
it free, and therefore more accessable, is
a worthwhile endeavor. The plan was
voted on by students and the results
have not yet been determined. It also
needs general university ratification.
Aside from his dreams of sugarplum
bank accounts, Shrode has made
another bold step. He reviewed his
survey results, and discovered that 76
percent of those students polled would
like to see a comedy act. Therefore he
has booked Garrett Morris, the come
dian of “Saturday Night Live” fame.
Morris is a national act, anu he will not
be cheap. But he has already been book
ed, and demands 4000.00 dollars. The
comedian represents the biggest SEC
wager in a long time; and is certainly
Shrode’s grossest gamble. Morris pro
mises a new routine and might very well
fill the chapel when he appears on Sun
day, February 13.
But for someone who complains about
relative penury, 4000.00 is alot of
money. Perhaps Morris will bring down
the house. Yes, the act will offer diversi
ty, Shrode’s main goal. But consider the
$4000.00... That’s a high price. Especial
ly when all the student organizations
combined -- including LaCrosse and In
ternational Club --receive only the same
amount. The Performing Arts Council’s
annual account totals 3400.00. With the
proper perspective, our tuition can and
should cover worthwhile and diverse
entertainment. That does not mean the
biggest and best in the business. Im 
agine the musical possibilities using the
same funds.
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A Young Lab Mix
by Bruce Heyl
Roy was on his hands and knees. H is cor
duroys were wet in the knees and his white socks
were grey where they stuck to his soles. He was
scraping the atoll left by his p u p ’s diarhea off the
linoleum w ith his thum bnail. Toilet paper had
taken care of the soft middle, b u t even a brush
and harsh detergent d id n ’t do m uch good on the
hardened edge. The puppy was nosing a bay of
the sudsy puddle. The smell of the detergent was
strong. I t was like getting a sprig of pine needles
up the nose. She tongued the puddle.
“ Hey, Melanctha, get away from there!” He
slid her behind him. She stepped on and slipped
off his calves twice and then stuck her head bet
ween his legs. He h un g his head to see her. “ W h at
a funny cock you are,” he grinned and squeezed
her neck w ith his thighs. He saw her eyes close
and her neck dilate as she tried to back out. In a
m om ent he let up. She retreated and came around
to b u tt him in the elbow.
Roy finished the ring. He crushed the heavy
sponge above the pail and it blossomed in his
opening hand. He soaked up the center of the pud
dle, flipped the sponge, and chased down the rest.
He set the sponge back in the pail. “ A ll done.” He
stood up. “ How about oatmeal? M elanctha?” She
was gone. There was a yellow half-moon on the
floor behind him. He stretched, then stooped to
sponge it, grunting softly w ith each swipe.
“ Hey, M elanctha!” I t ’s okay buddy. Come
out of there.” She was in the closet in the
bedroom resting her nose on a tipped-over workboot. Her eyes looked up at him. He knelt and
clamped a black ear between tucked lips and hum 
med. She shook her head and fought back with an
open, m ooing m outh. She came out and pranced
to the kitchen a little ahead of him.
Roy took care of the pail and washed his
hands. Then he took three big handfuls of
oatm eal from the tu b on the shelf and put them in
the stainless pot; he covered them with water and
set it on the stove to boil. M elanctha was looking
out the sliding glass door at the plank porch.
“ You gotta pee again or is it Pig?” A pink and
white pit-bull pattered into view. Melanctha
whined. “ Not now dearie. I t ’s tim e for medicine.”
The little bottle clinked on a larger one when
Roy took it out of the cupboard. I t was full of
pink medicine. He unscrewed the cap, pinched its
black rubber head, and released u n til the pink
came up to the hairline. “ Come on over here and
take your medicine.” M elanctha and Pig were
staring at each other w ith cocked heads. He went
over and squatted around her. H is knees alm ost
touched the glass. He pulled her chin up and in
serted the dropper in the corner of her m outh. She
rolled her eyes back and tried to lick the dropper
when he lifted it away. The medicine smelled like
a bag of jellybeans. “ T h a t’s all. Now the bad
p a rt.”
Roy went to the cupboard for the rubbing
alcohol and some tissues. M elanctha and Pig were
back at it. “ W hadda you guys talk about with
those eyes?” He sat down and turned M elanctha
on her back. One arm hugged her front legs
straight up out of the way. Her chin was calm on
her chest, neck braced by his crotch and thighs,
hind legs winged around the lazy tail. There were
three yellow and red sores on her bare abdomen.
Yellow in the center and red around the edges.
T rapping a tissue over its m outh w ith two
fingers, Roy upended the alcohol for a second.
Then he began to swab the sores, cooing slightly
through his nose. M elanctha lay still. “ A ll done.
Good dog—good dog! Pretty ugly, eh, Pig? She’s
ge tting better though. A in ty a Miss M arker?”
M elanctha rolled away and went around back of
him . Suddenly she threw her front legs up on his
shoulder and skimmed his neck hair w ith her
nose. He shivered and laughed. He reached
10 — The Lawrentian — January 14, 1983
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around w ith one arm to scoop her but she dodged.
W hen he turned his head he glimpsed the pot
steaming. “ Enough. I t ’s oatm eal—O atm eal.”
Her front paws slipped off his calves as he
scrambled up. The oatmeal was puttering, com
pletely done. Roy took down two bowls and
spooned half the meal into each. M elanctha was
scalloping around his feet like som ething hanging
on elastic string. He popped the refrigerator
open, took the cup of yogurt off the door, and top
ped each bowl w ith some. He dipped the slotted
bulb of the wand in the honey tip on the shelf and
spun some onto his helping. Then he mixed what
was in the bowls and p ut one on the floor. Melanc
tha was w aiting. She ate furiously. Pig smiled at
Roy from the other side of the glass like a poster
clown. She wagged her tail. “ Sorry Pig, we ju st
got enough for us.” Pig wagged her tail.
The bowls were em pty at about the same
time. Roy picked hers up and set them both in the
sink along w ith his spoon and the pot. He filled
them w ith water to soak. Then he went to the
refrigerator for a swig of orange juice. He wiped
his lips on his sleeve and glanced down at Melanc
th a ’s water dish. He saw th at Pig was gone.
“ Y ou w ant to dance M elanctha?” Roy came
into the living room and clicked through the
tapes. He found his favorite to dance to and slid it
into the machine. M elanctha walked over and
watched him. The singers threw the weight of
their voices into the chorus and Roy began to
bounce. M elanctha wagged her tail and nipped
his knees. The lead singer got to the place where
the song was deep in his throat and com ing to life
and Roy slowed his bouncing to get ready for the

climax. She was jum pin g , springing off his
thighs, snagging at his beltloops. The m om ent in
the music came, it pounced, and he leapt in
answer, wild arcs, incompleted spins, and Melanc
tha chased him and crashed into his shins on one
leap, came down too hard on his foot the next, and
he flashed at her w ith all his face, “ G E T O U T O F
M Y W A Y !” In one m otion he hooked her by the
hips and flung her away, waist high. She flipped
and landed sitting, toppling back. She yiped once
and broke for the closet. He kept dancing.
W hen the music let up Roy felt bad. “ Melanc
tha, I ’m sorry puppy, really sorry— M elanctha!”
He went into the bedroom. There was a fresh
movement on the carpet. “ Scared the shit right
out of you, eh?” He chuckled sharply and shortly
through the nose, inhaled w ith wide nostils. “ You
forgive me b u d ?” For a few seconds he looked at
the hangers. Then he looked down at her. “ Come
on let’s go back and ju s t listen.”
He set her on the fat pillow in the living room.
W hen he turned to change the music she sunk
away. “ Scared you bad, d id n ’t I . ” He picked
some foreign music and turned it on. Then he fet
ched her from the bedroom and lay in the big
pillow holding her in his arms. She squirmed, but
he scratched her between the ears. She relaxed
and fell asleep. Roy began to pay attention to the
music. He d id n ’t understand the words. They
seemed very sad. The singers seemed to be drop
ping the bottom out of the words. He felt the
sadness fill the top of his throat like a cold brass
ring. I t broke and he sobbed quietly. I t broke
again and again, unevenly. The shaking in his
chest woke Melanctha. She propped herself up
and sniffed his wet cheek.
\
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The Women go to Court, seek revenge

by Heidi Berres
Hey Lawrentians! Here’s your chance
to learn something; something about the
LU Women’s Basketball Team. Just
read on and you can find out who the
players are and how they are doing now
that the second half of their season has
started.
This Tuesday the team played an ag
gressive, fast-break oriented St.
Norbert’s team. And guess what? They
lost—badly. Despite a new man-to-man
offense and a number of effective
defenses, the Vikettes could not stop
their opponents from scoring continual
ly on uncontested fast-break layups. A
disappointed coach Bob Kastner replied
at the end of the game, “we simply did
not get back on defense fast enough.
When we run our plays we are a good
team but we need to get our heads into
the game early and play transition
basketball. We have not been doing that
in some games and it is discouraging.”
Neither the coaches nor the girls are giv
ing up, however. With nine games left,
the team still has time to regroup and
get the team spirit and enthusiasm that
they need.
The purpose of this article is not to
write about disappointments, though.
I t ’s purpose, as mentioned earlier, is to
introduce the team members to you. So
without further ado, here is the women’s
basketball lineup (the following should
be read with announcer Tom Wick’s
voice in mind.)
Starting for Lawrence at guard, 5'6
senior from Thiensville, WI., Heidi Ber
res. Heidi’s playing point guard this
year but also sees action at the wing
position. Heidi runs the offense and cur
rently leads the team in assists (and tur
novers as well). I t ’s her third year of
basketball at Lawrence and she is one of
the captains on the team. The other star
ting guard is a 5 ’6 freshman from Ap
pleton, Carrie Roberts (daughter of
athletic director Ron and sister of
quarterback Ron jr.). Carrie has started
in every game so far and plays at both
the point and wing positions. While
she’s mainly an outside shooter, she
won’t hesitate to drive the baseline if her
opponent is playing too tight. If you ask
her the main reason in going out for the
team, she’ll tell you that it’s the cookies
from McDonalds after the games.

Starting at forward is 5’7 sophomore
Kary Strickland (call her Strichnine, if
you please). I t ’s Kary’s first year out for
the team and even though she’s coming
off knee surgery, she’s a great asset.
Playing the wing position, her jump shot
is deadly and she’s third on the team in
rebounding. She is steadily getting
quicker now that she has kicked the
“habit” and has already shown her
potential by shooting 27 of 52 from the
floor so far this season.

earned her the third spot as captain.
The article can’t stop with just the in
troduction of the starting five, though,
because there are eight other girls on the
team who have all made positive con
tributions so far this season. For the
first time in a long while, the women’s
team has a sound, well numbered squad.
Some of the players aren’t seeing a lot of
action but that’s mainly due to a lack of
playing experience which the girls are
slowly but surely gaining.

Left: perfect follow through.

Right: C hapm an fires jumper.

Also starting at forward is a 5’10
senior from Dalton, Massachussetts,
Robin Dale Chapman. Robin,- who is
soon to be wed, is playing her fourth
year here and just enjoys every minute
of it—right, Robin? She’s the teams best
all-around player and has led LU in scor
ing for the past two years. Robin is one
of the captains this year as well.
Finally, starting at center is a 5’11
junior from Milwaukee, WI., Carol Arnosti. Carol is certainly playing her best
ba^l ever this year. She’s the leading re
bounder on the team, averaging 10.7 a
game, and is shooting very well from all
points on the floor. Carol’s best asset is
her determination, a quality she aptly
demonstrated in Florida when she battl
ed 6 ’1” and 6 ’2 ” giants one-on-one and
came away with 23 rebounds in the two
games. Although her teammates occa
sionally wonder whether Carol is think
ing about chemical equations on the
floor instead of what defense the team is
in, the team would be lost without her.
Her past and current contributions have

Four of the eight remaining players
are freshmen, and they don’t just play
ball together, they live together! Kirsten
Palmquist and Ann-Marie Melk (of 215
Plantz) combine with Sue Berger and
Laurie Kruse (of 219 Colman) to give
coach Kastner a solid base for the next
three years. Sue and Laurie are pretty
new at the game but already they’ve
shown much improvement. Both add
some much needed height to the team
and have unlimited team spirit. Laurie
and Sue also have their own fan club
from the third floor Colman. Ann-Marie
is also a novice at the game but she's a
speedster and has great enthusiasm. By
the end of the year she will have all of
the skills and knowledge she needs to
play point guard (right, Ann-Marie?).
Kirsten is the only other freshman
besides Carrie who plays quite often in
the games. She’s lightning fast and very
aggressive defensively. Best of all,
Kirsten has a good sense of humor and
loves to have a good time. In fact,
Kirsten probably had the best time of

anyone while the team was in Florida. If
you want to know more about Kirsten s
adventures with her Cuban friends just
ask her, and don’t forget to ask about
Disneyworld, either.
Leslie W ill is back for her second year.
She’s only 4'10 but is packed with ag
gressiveness and never-ending en
thusiasm. She knows that she’s at a
disadvantage with her height but that
doesn’t stop her. Leslie's motto is “ No
pain - No gain" and with that attitude
she may as well be 5’ 10. Sophomore Liz
McCrank is playing for LU for the first
time. Liz never stops hustling and her
ability to hassle an opponent defensively
is a big help in practice as well as in the
games.
Another player not yet mentioned is
Regula Vitt. If you think Indiana
University’s Uwe Blab is the only (¡erman national playing colligate ball in the
U.S., think again. Regula is from Mar
burg, a city outside of Frankfurt. Some
of you may know her as the German
department's assistant but keep in mind
that she is an English major. Although
Regula is pretty quiet and some of the
English basketball terminology throws
her off track, she is always making the
best of the situation. Regula has made
some big improvements in a year and
the team is looking for an even bigger
contribution from her as the season goes
on.
Fresh in from Chicago (where she
spent last term on the Urban Studies
program) is senior superstar Denise
Wills. Fast, aggressive and funny as
hell, Denise has arrived with the ingre
dient that the team lacked first term guts. She plays both wing and point and
as soon as she builds up a little more
lung capacity she’ll be as strong as ever.
Well, that’s it for the team members.
In the next article you can meet the
coaches: Bob Kastner and Fran Kasten.
How about showing some enthusiasm of
your own by coming out to the Alex to
cheer the women on in their next game?
Nothing helps home court advantage
more than some screaming spectators.
The game is against Lakeland at 7 p.m.

The Larsen lin e

Confessions o f an unabushed Packer-backer
by Andy Larsen
with the hockey North Stars than the
In everyone’s life small problems football Vikings-except, of course, durmust be dealt with as well as big ones, ing years when the Vikings beat the
and the time has come for me to deal Packers. (In all fairness, though, it
with one of mine, namely my unfor- should be noted that there are more ex,tunate addiction to the Green Bay Vikings doing color commentary for
Packers. That’s right, folks, I ’m coming CBS’ NFL Today than ex-Packers, and I
out of the closet and admitting to a
suppose that counts for something.)
dilemma that undoubtedly has plagued
This entire fall I have been watching
other self-conscience Wisconsinites on the Pack from a respectable distance,
this campus: despite our proximity to but when they pulled off a stunningly
Green Bay, it is simply not cool to be a lopsided victory over St. Louis in their
Packer fan at Lawrence.
first playoff game last Sunday, I just
The L.U. Packer fan is surrounded on couldn’t hold it in any longer. I went
all sides by hostile elements. There seem downstairs to a friend’s room (a Bear
to be large numbers of ethnocentric fan, of course) and gloated until dinner. I
Easterners, for instance, who claim that haven’t felt that good since the Brewers
soccer and hockey are the only sports for came from behind to defeat the CaHforcultured people to watch. Then there arenia Angels in this year’s American
the Chicago Bear fans, who tend to be League playoff. That one was sweet,
among the most cynical and negative boy; watching Gorman Thomas strike
people I ’ve ever met (due no doubt to out in the World Series instead of Regyears of watching the hapless Bears dur- gie Jackson was a welcome change. Seeing the fall and the equally inept Cubs ing the Packers in the second round of
during the summer.) Bear fans do seem the Super Bowl playoffs is also a
to stand by their team, however, unlike
welcome change.
most of the Viking fans I ’ve met. These
The real trauma involved with being a
smug Minnesotans are always quick to Packer fan (besides identifying oneself
point out that their allegiances lie more as a Wisconsin resident, a fate only a

notch above being a “townie”) comes
not from dealing with other football
fans, however. Rather, it lies in dealing
with people who are disinterested at
best, and who can often be downright
disapproving. I don’t think I have ever
met as many aggressively anti-football
people in one place before as I have at
Lawrence. For that crowd all I can say is
“sorry, but I like to talk about more
than just Nietsche, Brecht and Marx at
the dinner table.” Don’t get me wrong-I
don’t think that dinner conversations
are useful only for making bets on
ballgames and evaluating a little T & A.
After all, I am a senior and I do live in
Sage Hall, so I must be at least a little
bit of a “relevant”, right Scott?
Be that as it may, I have resolved not
to spend this Sunday afternoon the way
I spent the evening of New Years’ day.
That night, while in the company of a
thoroughly disinterested friend, I decided to be uncharacteristically accomodating and we ended up watching
The Black Stallion instead of the Sugar
Bowl game between Georgia and Penn
State. I managed to catch about the last

^wo minutes of the game, however, but
unfortunately the outcome had already
been decided. I got to hear the announcers rave about what a great game
**■^ad ^>een’ anc* what a stunning upset
Penn State had just pulled off, but I
#uess that missing the action was just
^ e opportunity cost I had to pay for
watching an intellectual masterpiece
like the Black Stallion. Do you think
^ a t dumb movie stimulated my mind or
warmed my heart more than the Sugar
Bowl? No way. I wouldn’t have been
10 correctly guess the ending of the
football game a half an hour after it had
started (unlike the movie.)
. Weil, I guess what this all leads up to
*8 ^ a t come this Sunday, I ’m not going
be s*eeP‘n8 away the hours in some
secluded spot of the library or watching
an opera on videotape or even reading
New Yorker in the grill. No, I ’m goin8 to act just like an uncultured slob
*rom Wisconsin and plant myself in
^ront °* ^*e Packer game on T.V. and
maybe drink some Pabst or Miller or Old
Style. And I ’m going to keep watching
^ e Pack (as we locals refer to them) all
the way to the Super Bowl. Hey.________
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Swim Team looks forward to Big Year

Men’s Swim Team:
Ready for Nationals

by Sparky
Coach Davis shrugged.
“ Swimming,” he said, "is my life and
my life is swimming. It is in the swimm
ing pool that the voice of the individual
is most audible. I believe in nothing but
the strength of the individual, the kind
of strength that is exemplified by one of
my swimmers as he traverses the pool in
the midst of, say, the 500 freestyle."
With that. Davis blew his whistle and
watched his swimmers begin the first in
terval of the first practice of the season.
"Division II I Nationals are scheduled
for the 17th of March,” he barked, "and
my men will be ready for them.”
The question, however, is not one of
Law rence
s w im m e rs ’ e v e n tu a l
preparedness for Nationals, but of the
readiness of Nationals for Lawrence
swimmers.
‘‘I t ’s a metaphysical question as far as
I am concerned,” shouted sophomore
freestyler Dan Fleming.
"Nonsense, id io t!” said Andrew
Burnett, “ read Schopenhauer and we’ll
discuss it tomorrow.”
Indeed, there seemed to be no real
point in discussing the matter. Anyhow,
those involved with the swim team have
been largely awestruck by a certain fact,
a fact of undeniable consequence, a fact
which stares one in the face like an en
tranced Siamese cat. The fact: Jay
Stewart is tough. His breaststroke is
what this year's swim team must look to
for inspiration.
“ Beyond that,” team members ask
themselves, “ what have we to worship

in any significant sense?” To the casual
observer, this would seem a legitimate
question, but to the man who eschews
superficiality, it is that of a demagogue.
Sophomore Dave Zeiss and his
backstroke are not to be overlooked. Nor
are the lethal breaststrokes of juniors
Brad Aspgren and Mike Uram. Add to
this the flawless butterfly practiced by
sophomore Greg Leipzig and one comes
up with a team capable of bringing a
hint of a smile to the Marine Corpshardened face of Coach Davis.
Freestyle, though, is the spine of a
swim team, or so states a dusty plaque
in a corner of Coach Davis’ office. The
records of the fabled Peter House have
vexed Lawrence’s freestylers for nearly
fifteen years. Deemed unapproachable
by many knowledgeable commentators,
co-captains Dave Powers and Larry
LePorte, and senior Chuck Hunter mere
ly scoff at them.
“ I have spent many hours in my tiny
laboratory adjacent to Dr. LaMarca's of
fice, and I now know these records are
within our reach,” said the brooding
Powers, “ We are. after all, men.”
Sophomore Dave Provence was equal
ly enthusiastic. “ I am poised!” he
repeated again and again.
“Of course you are poised,” said An
drew Burnett as he grappled with the
team’s customized weightlifting equip
ment. “ With every pound I lose, this
team becomes collectively leaner and
hungrier. We are developing the stealth
of wild guinea pigs. As they ravage the
countryside for vegetation, so shall we
ravage our opponents.”

‘I have spent many hours
in my tiny laboratory
adjacent to Doctor
La Marca's office, and I
know these records are
within our reach.

Lady Swimmers Optimistic
by Megan Bailiff
nifer Kibler, Sue Wilkinson, and Cindy
Looks like it will be another good year Pronko. The team also welcomes the
for the Lawrence University Women’s following promising freshies: Gwen
Swim team. There are several returning Bauder, Joani Gudeman, Lisa Krolow,
letter winners along with some strong and Caroline Neumiller. The season
freshmen. The sole senior and captain of begins on Tuesday night at 4:00 with a
the team, Megan Bailiff, feels optimistic home meet against Carthage College. It
about this year. Other returning swim will be a great season...with lots of home
mers are juniors Irene Serewicz and Ed meets...so come and show some support
na Wilson as well as sophomores Jen for the women of L.U.S.T.!

Viking swimmers off to flying start.
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